Audience
This white paper aims to inform potential investors and interested individuals on the elements, mechanics, and the
direction of FortuneCash. Also, the tokens of the Cashverse in general.
Below, demonstrated in detail is the unique tokenomics system operated by the project’s contract.
One token to rule them all is the motto of this project, and it literally does just that. Whenever a purchase or a sale
happens, a part goes into our further tokens , thus increasing the volume and consequently the rewards of our investors.
Thanks to FortuneCash's low tax, this token is perfect for trading and thus promises continuous cash flow into our two
other projects.
Win – Win!

Tokenomics Part 1
FortuneCash’s Tokenomics:

Auto-Distribution to Lottery:

• Total Token Supply: 10,000,000
• 8% Buy and Sell Tax
- 6% LotteryTax
- 2% TeamTax

FortuneCash's Contract collects 8% taxes in the form of
FortuneCash tokens with every purchase. Once the
Contract has collected a certain amount of
FortuneCash, the next sell triggers the automatic
purchase of ADACash or SOLCash and sends them
automatically to the respective lottery. The purchase of
ADACash and SOLCash happens alternately. At the
same time, the TeamShare is also converted to BNB.

Tokenomics Part 2
FortuneCash Contract
Collect Tokens

8% Tokens

Convert 2% to BNB and send
to TeamWallet

Collected

92% Tokens

Alternate purchase
Is buy?

Just collect Tax

Is Sell?

Collect Tax & Check

Send to ADACash Lottery

Send to SOLCash Lottery

Further Information
Token Metics:

Locked Liquidity:

Total Supply: 10,000,000

Initial liquidity will be locked for a minimum of 1 year to
provide holders with peace of mind that the token can
always be exchanged.

•
•
•

Tokens for Presale: 4,500,000
Tokens for Liquidity: 2,500,000
Tokens for Staking: 3,000,000

Presale Price: 1 BNB = 4,500 Tokens
Listing Price: 1 BNB = 4,000 Tokens
Network: Binance SmartChain (BEP-20)
Ticker: FortuneCash
Contract address: to be added
Decimals: 18

Link to LP Lock:
To be added

FortuneCash Lottery Tokenomics
Lottery Metrics:

Lottery 2.0

The weekly lottery drawing works as follows:

FortuneCash provides the next level lottery system in
the Crypto Ecosystem!

70% of the collected prize pool is distributed to
3 winners. This is divided as follows.
- The first place receives 60%
- The second place receives 25%
- The third place receives 15%
20% of the total prize pool will be carried over to the
next lottery drawing.
5% of the prize pool goes to the team for further
development and marketing
5% of the prize pool is burned

FortuneCash offers a very unique token system unlike any other
out on the market. Every buy and sell that is made there is a 8%
tax. This tax then is collected and is used alternately for the
purchase of ADACash and SOLCash. After the purchase, the
tokens are then sent to the respective lottery system which is
drawn on a weekly basis.
How the lottery works is 70% of the collected price pool is
distributed to 3 winners.

